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Implicit Cooperative Positioning
in Vehicular Networks
Gloria Soatti, Monica Nicoli, Nil Garcia, Benoı̂t Denis, Ronald Raulefs and Henk Wymeersch

Abstract—Absolute positioning of vehicles is based on Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) combined with on-board
sensors and high-resolution maps. In Cooperative Intelligent
Transportation Systems (C-ITS), the positioning performance can
be augmented by means of vehicular networks that enable vehicles to share location-related information. This paper presents an
Implicit Cooperative Positioning (ICP) algorithm that exploits the
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) connectivity in an innovative manner,
avoiding the use of explicit V2V measurements such as ranging.
In the ICP approach, vehicles jointly localize non-cooperative
physical features (such as people, traffic lights or inactive cars)
in the surrounding areas, and use them as common noisy
reference points to refine their location estimates. Information
on sensed features are fused through V2V links by a consensus
procedure, nested within a message passing algorithm, to enhance
the vehicle localization accuracy. As positioning does not rely
on explicit ranging information between vehicles, the proposed
ICP method is amenable to implementation with off-the-shelf
vehicular communication hardware. The localization algorithm
is validated in different traffic scenarios, including a crossroad
area with heterogeneous conditions in terms of feature density
and V2V connectivity, as well as a real urban area by using Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO) for traffic data generation.
Performance results show that the proposed ICP method can
significantly improve the vehicle location accuracy compared to
the stand-alone GNSS, especially in harsh environments, such as
in urban canyons, where the GNSS signal is highly degraded or
denied.
Index Terms—Cooperative positioning, vehicular networks,
distributed tracking, message passing, consensus algorithms,
intelligent transportation systems (ITS).

I. I NTRODUCTION
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs) are becoming a
crucial component of our society and precise vehicle positioning is playing a key role in it, such as for assisted or
autonomous driving, fleet management, and road safety [1].
This research was supported in part by “COPPLAR CampusShuttle cooperative perception & planning platform”, funded under Strategic Vehicle
Research and Innovation Grant No. 2015-04849, by the Horizon2020 project
HIGHTS (High precision positioning for cooperative ITS applications) MG3.5a-2014-636537 and by the project MIE (Mobilità Intelligente Ecosostenibile) CTN01 00034 594122 funded by the Italian Ministry of Education,
University and Research (MIUR) within the framework Cluster Tecnologico
Nazionale ”Tecnologie per le Smart Communities”.
G. Soatti and M. Nicoli are with the Dipartimento di Elettronica, Informazione e Bioingegneria (DEIB), Politecnico di Milano, 20133 Milano, Italy
(e-mail: gloria.soatti@polimi.it; monica.nicoli@polimi.it). N. Garcia and H.
Wymeersch are with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Chalmers University of Technology, 41296 Gothenburg, Sweden (e-mail: nilg@chalmers.se;
henkw@chalmers.se). B. Denis is with the Laboratory of Electronics and
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is with the Institute of Communications and Navigation, German Aerospace
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Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSSs), e.g. Global
Positioning System (GPS) or Galileo, have been widely used
in ITS. Standard GNSS provide an accuracy of 5-10 meters
in open sky areas, i.e., when there is a direct line-of-sight
between the vehicle receiver and satellites [2]. Augmented
by differential corrections and/or multi-constellation receivers,
they can achieve meter-level accuracy in ideal operating conditions, or even centimeter level in Real Time Kinematics (RTK)
variants [3]. However, RTK is still subject to long and unpredictable convergence times when cold starting. Moreover, in
urban canyons, the availability of both standard and advanced
GNSS systems is limited by adverse local environmental
conditions, as GNSS signals can be substantially degraded or
mostly blocked. A possible way to cope with the degradation
of GNSS signals is to perform graph-based Simultaneous
Localization And Mapping (SLAM) [4]. Vehicles localize
themselves by building maps of the surrounding environment
and fusing the available GNSS information into the mapping
process. However, in these approaches vehicles are considered
as autonomous entities and not connected with each other,
while cooperation through vehicular networking could provide
significant benefits, particularly in the context of cooperative
autonomous driving applications [5,6].
In recent years, there has been growing interest on Cooperative ITS (C-ITS) [7], where vehicles are able to share
information with other vehicles and/or the network infrastructure (e.g., base stations or Road Side Units, RSUs)
through respectively Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and/or Vehicleto-Infrastructure (V2I) communications. Currently, Vehicle-toanything (V2X) communications can be achieved by using
the available IEEE 802.11p technology, which is a basis of
the Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) [8] and
ITS-G5 standards [9], in the USA and Europe, respectively.
Even more recently, cooperative communications have been
considered to improve the positioning availability, integrity
and continuity in the specific vehicular context [10]–[18]. In
this context, RSUs can be used for performing vehicle selflocalization as they provide wireless connectivity to passing
vehicles [19]–[21]. In a first stage, a vehicle retrieves the
number and locations of the nearby RSUs [19,20], and then
positions itself by measuring two-way time-of-arrivals [21].
However, such solutions require populating roads with many
RSUs, and thus their use is limited in the short term. Instead,
Cooperative Positioning (CP) approaches [22]–[24], which
benefit from mobile-to-mobile interactions (i.e., in terms of
both measurements and exchanged positional information),
have been increasingly adopted. They enable to mitigate the
shortcomings of GNSS by incorporating additional GNSS-
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independent information into the positioning problem. Most
of these cooperative localization approaches are applied in a
more global hybrid data fusion framework [25]. The idea is
for instance to combine GNSS measurements with auxiliary
information, such as ranging measurements, reference points
and digital road maps. Several solutions have thus been
proposed based on the measurement of inter-vehicle distances
[10]–[18]. For example, the works in [10,12,26] propose CP
algorithms based on V2V radio ranging techniques, assisted
with road map and/or vehicle kinematics information. In
[16], the authors develop a strategy for selecting the best
V2V links to be used for the purpose of CP. Another CP
approach is proposed in [17], which relies on Radio-Frequency
IDentification (RFID) tags installed along the street to compute
the GNSS bias for positioning correction. A CP variant worth
mentioning is also cooperative map matching [18] where
GNSS raw measurements and precise road-map information
are exchanged between the vehicles to further mitigate GNSS
errors. Finally, a consensus-based method has been proposed
in [24] to enable the localization of an entire fleet of entities
(i.e., vehicles, pedestrians or any objects), at each member
of the fleet, by means of local ranging measurements and
repeated device-to-device iterations.
Overall, although the current state-of-the-art approaches
have been shown to effectively improve the vehicle positioning
accuracy, they either rely on high-complexity techniques, or
require dedicated hardware or large-scale infrastructure. In
addition, most of them need the vehicle to extract explicit
range measurements (e.g., round trip time, time of flight
or Received Signal Strength – RSS) from the radio signals
exchanged with neighboring mobile entities. Such measurements tend to be of low quality (e.g., RSS measurements) or
are incompatible with IEEE 802.11p (e.g., time-based range
measurements that rely on unicast). On the one hand, dedicated
wireless ranging technologies (e.g., Impulse Radio - Ultra
Wideband [15]) indeed require specific acquisition schemes
and handshake protocols. Accordingly, they might induce extra
latency, as well as additional coordination or synchronization
constraints (e.g., local scheduling of ranging packets within a
pseudo-coordinated time division access), which are deemed
challenging in highly scalable ad-hoc contexts. On the other
hand, as IEEE 802.11p relies on broadcast transmissions,
accurate explicit measurements from V2V communications
are not available. Consequently, the above methods cannot be
straightforwardly applied into the current vehicular context.
Asides, vehicles are nowadays equipped with more and
more perceptual sensors to detect objects and physical obstacles in their close vicinity. These sensors have been mostly
intended for forward collision warning, lane change assistance,
automatic park control, autonomous driving and more recently,
high-definition cartography [27]. Commercially available RAdio Detection And Ranging (RADAR) devices devoted to automotive applications, which operate in millimeter frequency
bands, can typically measure relative distances and azimuth
angles with respect to passive targets within accuracies of a
few decimeters and a few tenths of degree respectively, at
ranges up to 250 m and with refresh periods lower than 80
ms. LIght Detection And Ranging (LIDAR) devices, including

rotating 2D laser scanners, can detect points in the plane
within accuracies of a few centimeters and a few hundredths of
degree, at ranges up to 200 m and with refresh periods lower
than 50 ms. Finally, camera-based systems relying on pixel
analysis can also achieve centimeter-level ranging accuracy
at shorter ranges on the order of 10 m and with refresh
rates up to 60 frames per second. Combining range and angle
information thus enables unambiguous 2D relative positioning.
Even if the three standalone technologies cited above are
also subject to limitations (e.g., rainy/foggy/snowy weathers,
optical/radio obstructions, cost per unit for laser scanners,
etc.), they generally claim much better spatial resolution than
active wireless technologies.
Original Contributions: In this paper, a new implicit cooperative positioning (ICP) technique is proposed to improve the
GNSS-based vehicle positioning by sharing information and
enabling cooperation amongst vehicles through V2V communication links, while making use of on-board sensing devices
rather than active wireless technologies enabling explicit V2V
measurements. In particular, an innovative distributed processing framework is proposed where a set of non-cooperative
features (e.g., people, traffic lights, trees, etc.) are used as
common noisy reference points that are cooperatively localized
by the vehicles and implicitly used to enhance the vehicle
location accuracy. A distributed Gaussian Message Passing
(GMP) algorithm is designed to solve the positioning problem,
integrating a Kalman filter to track the vehicle dynamics
based on the on-board GNSS measurements. Vehicles gather
noisy observations about the Vehicle-to-Feature (V2F) relative
locations by their on-board equipment (e.g., RADAR, camerabased detector, etc.), where perfect association between vehicle
measurements and features is assumed as available. Then, they
reach a consensus on the features’ absolute locations by engaging in a distributed cooperative estimation, which implicitly reflects on a more accurate vehicle positioning. A particle-based
implementation of message passing combined with consensus
has been proposed in [23], though not specifically for vehicular
scenarios; this approach however requires high computational
load and communication overhead. In this paper, we propose
a distributed Kalman filtering approach which enables a more
efficient implementation. Some preliminary results have been
presented in [28] for a static environment with fixed features.
Here the analysis is extended to include velocity information
of both features and vehicles, in order to handle highly
dynamic scenarios with mobile features. The ICP method is
derived analytically, together with the related performance
bounds for the ideal case of all-to-all connectivity, and it
is validated in a realistic road scenario. In particular, the
overall solution is first validated by simulation in a simulated
crossroad scenario for varying levels of V2V/V2F connectivity.
Then, the assessment of the proposed ICP algorithm is carried
out in a real urban area of Bologna city (Italy) with traffic
generated by using Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO)
for mixed environment conditions. Numerical results show
that the proposed approach is able to significantly increase
the GNSS-based vehicle location accuracy, especially in urban
areas with high density of features and cooperative vehicles,
compensating the performance degradation that is typically
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vehicle 𝒋

feature 𝒌
vehicle 𝒊

the vehicle degree) as di,t = |Ji,t | and the maximum degree
(over all vehicles) as ∆t = max di,t .
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the scenario involves also a set
F = {1, . . . , Nf } of Nf features (e.g., people, traffic lights,
trees, etc.), either static or mobile, which are non-cooperative
entities sensed by the vehicle’s on-board equipment (e.g.,
RADAR, LIDAR, camera-based detector, etc.) and used as
common noisy reference points for cooperative localization.
Note that features are defined as non-cooperative passive
objects since they cannot communicate with each other, or
with vehicles, and do not perform any computations and
(F)
measurements. At time t, the state of feature k is xk,t =

feature 𝒎

(F)T

vehicle 𝒍

𝑹𝒄

(F)T

[pk,t , vk,t ]T ∈ R4×1 , defined as the joint set of the
(F)
(F)
(F)
position pk,t = [pxk,t , pyk,t ]T ∈ R2×1 and the velocity
(F)
(F)
(F)
vk,t = [vxk,t , vyk,t ]T ∈ R2×1 . The feature state evolves
according to the first order Markov model:

𝑹𝒔

(F)

(F)

(F)

xk,t = Axk,t−1 + wk,t−1 ,

(3)
(F)

V2V Communication Link

Communication Range

V2F Measurement

Sensing Range

Fig. 1. Vehicular network with cooperative vehicles and non-cooperative
features.

observed in these areas due to multipath and non-line-of-sight.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION AND S YSTEM M ODEL
Consider a set of Nv interconnected vehicles V =
{1, . . . , Nv }, deployed over a two-dimensional space as ex(V)
emplified in Fig. 1. Each vehicle i ∈ V has state xi,t =
(V)T

(V)T

[pi,t , vi,t ]T ∈ R4×1 , defined as the joint set of the
(V)
(V)
(V)
position pi,t = [pxi,t , pyi,t ]T ∈ R2×1 and the velocity
(V)
(V) (V) T
vi,t = [vxi,t , vyi,t ] ∈ R2×1 . The state evolves over the time
t according to the dynamic model [29]:
(V)

(V)

(V)

xi,t = Axi,t−1 + Bai,t−1 + wi,t−1 ,
with

A=

I2
02×2

Ts I2
I2

"


, B=

Ts2
2 I2
Ts I2

(1)

#
,

(2)

where A denotes the transition matrix, B the matrix relating
the vehicle state to the acceleration input ai,t−1 ∈ R2×1 here
assumed as known (e.g., from an accelerometer), Ts is the
(V)
(V)
sampling interval and wi,t−1 ∼ N (0, Qi,t−1 ) the zero-mean
Gaussian driving noise.
The vehicular network is modelled as a time-varying connected undirected graph, Gt = (V, Et ), with vertices V representing the vehicles and edges Et the V2V communication
links. Assuming the communication range equal to Rc at each
(V)
(V)
vehicle, the edge set is Et = {(i, j) ∈ V ×V : ||pi,t −pj,t || ≤
Rc }, with vehicles i and j connected if and only if their
distance is lower or equal to Rc (as illustrated by dashed red
links in Fig. 1) and with ||·|| denoting the Frobenius norm. The
set of neighbors that directly communicates with vehicle i ∈ V
is denoted as Ji,t = {j ∈ V : (i, j) ∈ Et }, its cardinality (i.e.,

with zero-mean Gaussian driving noise wk,t−1
∼
(F)
N (0, Qk,t−1 ). Due to the limited sensing range Rs ,
each vehicle i senses only a subset of all features given by
(F)
(V)
Fi,t = {k ∈ F : ||pk,t − pi,t || ≤ Rs } ⊆ F (see Fig. 1).
Note that in this analysis the focus is on passive objects,
but the framework can be easily generalized to handle also
non-cooperative active features, equipped with transmitting
devices or even combined with a subset of active cooperative
units, sometimes denoted as beaconing anchors.
At time instant t, the measurements available at each vehicle
for localization are the GNSS location fix and the V2F relative
location observations gathered for all the features within the
sensing range. The GNSS measurement of vehicle i state is:
(GNSS)

ρi,t

(V)

(GNSS)

= pi,t + ni,t

(V)

(GNSS)

= Pxi,t + ni,t

,

(4)

where P = [I2 02×2 ] is the 2 × 4 matrix selecting the
(GNSS)
(GNSS)
vehicle position, and ni,t
∼ N (0, Ri,t
) is the GNSS
measurement error [10,13]. The relative location measurement
(V2F)
ρi,k,t ∈ R2×1 made by vehicle i to its nearby feature
k ∈ Fi,t is modelled as:
(V2F)

(F)

(V)

(V2F)

(V2F)

ρi,k,t = q(Pxk,t − Pxi,t ) + ni,k,t = q(δ i,k,t ) + ni,k,t ,
(5)
(V2F)
(V2F)
where ni,k,t ∼ N (0, Ri,k,t ) is the measurement uncertainty and the deterministic function q(δ i,k,t ) models the
relation of the observation to the V2F relative position δ i,k,t =
(F)
(V)
pk,t − pi,t . Depending on the class of on-board sensors
detecting the feature, the measurement may represent the V2F
range q(δ i,k,t ) = ||δ i,k,t ||, the angle q(δ i,k,t ) = ∠(δ i,k,t ), or
the relative position q(δ i,k,t ) = δ i,k,t . In this study, we focus
on the latest case assuming that both range and angle measurements are available from on-board vehicle RADAR equipment.
This choice allows a more compact information representation
and deeper insight into the performance behavior (see Sec. III).
Nevertheless, the framework is general enough to include other
(GNSS)
classes of measurements. The measurement errors ni,t
(V2F)
and ni,k,t are assumed to be mutually independent [22], and
also independent over vehicles, features and time. Note that in
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this work perfect association between V2F measurements and
features is considered as available at each vehicle. A discussion
on the association problem can be found in Sec. VI-A.

(𝐕)

𝒙𝟐

III. C ENTRALIZED ICP M ETHOD
In this section, we first define the overall set of GNSS and
V2F measurements available at each vehicle and gathered by a
fusion center for processing (see Sec. III-A). Then, we present
the centralized ICP approach for the joint estimation
of ivehih
(V)T

cles’ and features’ state information θ t = xt
(V)

(F)T

∈

(F)

R4(Nv +Nf )×1 , with xt = [xi,t ]i∈V ∈ R4Nv ×1 and xt =
(F)
[xk,t ]k∈F ∈ R4Nf ×1 being respectively the aggregate vehicle
and feature states at time t (see Sec. III-B).
A. Data Fusion Model
(GNSS)
(GNSS)
(V2F)
Let ρt
= [ρi,t
]i∈V ∈ R2Nv ×1 and ρt
=
(V2F)
[ρi,k,t ]i∈V,k∈Fi,t ∈ R2M ×1 be the related GNSS and V2F
noisy observations collected by the vehicles at time t. The
(V2F)
V2F measurements are conveniently re-indexed as ρm,t =
(V2F)
ρim ,km ,t , with m ∈ M = {1, . . . , M } univocally identifying the measurement made
PNv by vehicle im ∈ V to feature
km ∈ Fim ,t and M = i=1
|Fi,t | denoting the total number
of V2F measurements. In the centralized ICP approach, all
the observations from vehicles are gathered by a fusion center
to synchronously estimate the overall dynamic state θ t . The
augmented measurement model is then:
"
#
"
# 

(GNSS)
(GNSS)
nt
ρt
P̃ 02Nv ×2Nf
θt +
ρt =
=
(V2F) , (6)
(V2F)
Mv
Mf
nt
ρt
{z
}
|
| {z }
Ht

V2F
sensing

T

, xt

(V)

V2V
communication

nt

where Ht is the matrix of the known regressors, with P̃ =
INv ⊗ P and ⊗ denoting the Kronecker product. The matrix
Mv = [Mm,i] is block-partitioned into M × Nv blocks of
dimensions 2 × 4 defined as: Mm,i = −P if i = im ,
Mm,i = 0 otherwise. Similarly, the matrix Mf = [Mm,k ] is
block-partitioned into M × Nf blocks of dimensions 2 × 4
defined as: Mm,k = P if k = km , Mm,k = 0 otherwise. The Gaussian vector nt ∼ N (0, Rt ) aggregates the
(GNSS)
(GNSS)
GNSS and V2F measurement errors, nt
= [ni,t
]i∈V
(V2F)
(V2F)
and nt
= [nm,t ]m∈M respectively, and it has co(GNSS)
(V2F)
variance defined as Rt = blockdiag(Rt
, Rt
),
with combined GNSS and V2F covariance matrices as
(GNSS)
(GNSS)
(GNSS)
(V2F)
, ..., RNv ,t ) and Rt
=
Rt
= blockdiag(R1,t
(V2F)
(V2F)
blockdiag(R1,t , ..., RM,t ), respectively. Note that the
(V2F)
(V2F)
V2F sensing errors nm,t = nim ,km ,t and the related covari(V2F)
(V2F)
ance matrices Rm,t = Rim ,km ,t are re-indexed as previously
discussed according to the V2F measurement numbering.
B. Centralized Bayesian Tracking
Based on Bayesian filtering [30], the Minimum Mean
Square Error (MMSE) estimate of θ t , given all measurements
ρ1:t = {ρ1 , . . . , ρt } up to time t, can be computed as:


(V)
Z
x̂t|t


θ̂ t|t =
= θ t p(θ t |ρ1:t )dθ t ,
(7)
(F)
x̂t|t

(𝐕)

(𝐕)

𝒙𝟑

𝒙𝟏

(𝐅)

𝒙𝟏
GNSS

GNSS + V2F

GNSS + V2F + V2V (ICP)

Fig. 2. ICP example with three vehicles and one passive feature. The
location accuracy for the vehicles (solid colored contours) and the feature
(dashed colored contours), based on stand-alone GNSS and V2F sensing,
is represented as 1-σ error ellipse. The accuracy obtained by ICP (colored
ellipse) is significantly higher thanks to the cooperative localization of the
jointly sensed feature through V2V links.

from the posterior probability density function (pdf):
Z
p(θ t |ρ1:t ) ∝ p(ρt |θ t ) p(θ t |θ t−1 )p(θ t−1 |ρ1:t−1 )dθ t−1 ,
(8)
where ∝ stands for proportionality. Here, the likelihood func(V2F)
(GNSS) (V)
|θ t ) as GNSS and
|xt )p(ρt
tion is p(ρt |θ t ) = p(ρt
V2F measurements are conditionally independent, while the
(V) (V)
(F) (F)
transition pdf p(θ t |θ t−1 ) = p(xt |xt−1 )p(xt |xt−1 ) follows from the vehicle and feature mobility models respectively
in (1) and (3). Based on these assumptions, and recalling that
models are Gaussian and linear, the centralized ICP estimate
reduces to the Kalman filter [30]:


−1
θ̂ t|t = θ̂ t|t−1 +Ct|t HT
R
ρ
−
H
θ̂
,
(9)
t
t|t−1
t
t
t
where θ̂ t|t−1 is the predicted state at time t for all vehicles and
features, given the measurements collected up to time t − 1:

 

(V)
(V)
x̂t|t−1
Ãx̂t−1|t−1 + B̃at−1
,
θ̂ t|t−1 =  (F)  = 
(10)
(F)
Āx̂t−1|t−1
x̂t|t−1
with Ã = INv ⊗ A, B̃ = INv ⊗ B, at−1 = [ai,t−1 ]i∈V
according to (1) and Ā = INf ⊗ A based on (3). The
covariance of the centralized ICP estimate is:
  
−1
T −1
Ct|t = Cov θ̂ t|t = C−1
,
(12)
t|t−1 + Ht Rt Ht
where Ct|t−1 is the covariance of the prediction:


(V)
(F)
Ct|t−1 = Cov θ̂ t|t−1 = blockdiag(Ct|t−1 , Ct|t−1 ), (13)
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(V)

(V)

(V)

with sub-matrix Ct|t−1 = blockdiag(C1,t|t−1, . . . , CNv ,t|t−1)
(V)

(V)

collecting the prior covariances Ci,t|t−1 = ACi,t−1|t−1 AT+
(V)

(F)

Qi,t−1 for all vehicles i ∈ V, and sub-matrix Ct|t−1 =
(F)

(F)

blockdiag(C1,t|t−1 , ..., CNf ,t|t−1 ) gathering the prior covari(F)

(F)

(F)

ances Ck,t|t−1 = ACk,t−1|t−1 AT + Qk,t−1 for all features
k ∈ F.
IV. D ISTRIBUTED ICP M ETHOD
The centralized ICP solution is not practical for large-scale
networks: not only does a central computing unit constitute a
single point of failure, the central solution has a computational
complexity that scales cubically in the number of vehicles and
features. For this reason, here we propose a distributed solution
based on a combination of GMP and consensus algorithms.
The distributed method enables the sequential evaluation, at
(V)
each vehicle i ∈ V, of the marginal posterior pdfs p(xi,t |ρ1:t )
(F)
and p(xk,t |ρ1:t ), for all features k ∈ F. However, the GMP
implementation is complicated by the fact that features are
passive objects and therefore they are not actively involved
in the estimation process. This means that each vehicle i
has to calculate not only its own belief but also all features’
beliefs using only communication with neighboring vehicles.
To address this challenge, we propose a novel consensus-based
GMP method that enables the cooperation between vehicles
for the distributed evaluation of all features’ beliefs.
An example of the proposed approach, and the related
benefits, is in Fig. 2 for a scenario with one feature jointly
sensed by three vehicles. The figure shows the localization
accuracy drawn from the local beliefs when vehicles rely
only on their own GNSS (solid colored contours) and V2F
measurements (dashed colored contours). On the other hand,
in the ICP approach vehicles engage in a V2V cooperative
localization of the feature and reach a consensus on the feature
location (black ellipse). This implicitly reflects on a significant
improvement of vehicle position accuracies (colored ellipses).

For visualization purposes and to simplify the notation, we
(V) (V)
introduce hi , p(xi,t |xi,t−1 ) (i.e., vehicle state-transition
(F) (F)
pdf), zk , p(xk,t |xk,t−1 ) (i.e., feature state-transition pdf),
(GNSS) (V)
si , p(ρi,t
|xi,t ) (i.e., the GNSS likelihood) and gik ,
(V2F) (F)
(V)
p(ρi,k,t |xk,t , xi,t ) (i.e., the V2F measurement likelihood).
If the prior distributions of the vehicles and features are
Gaussian, if all measurements and state transition models are
linear in the state and have independent Gaussian noise, it can
be shown that all the messages in the FG are Gaussian [32].
Hence, the SPA reverts to GMP, which has several benefits
in terms of complexity and convergence [33]–[35]. In [34],
authors proved that if belief propagation converges in case of
loopy graphs, then the posterior marginal belief mean vector
converges to the optimal centralized estimate. Note that if the
linearity and Gaussianity conditions are not fulfilled, particlebased approaches can be used, though these generally incur a
significant computational and communication cost.
At each time t, the GMP scheme provides approximate
marginal posteriors, which are represented by the beliefs of
(V)
the vehicles’ and features’ states, respectively bi,t (xi,t ) ≈
(V)
(F)
(F)
p(xi,t |ρ1:t ) and bk,t (xk,t ) ≈ p(xk,t |ρ1:t ). Moreover, as
the considered FG has cycles, the GMP algorithm becomes
iterative. Hence, the beliefs of the vehicle node i ∈ V and
feature node k ∈ F at GMP iteration n = 1, ..., Nmp are:
Y
(n) (F)
(F)
(F)
bk,t (xk,t ) ∝ mzk →xk (xk,t )
m(n)
gik →xk (xk,t ),
(14)
i∈Vk,t
Y
(n) (V)
(V)
(V)
(V)
bi,t (xi,t ) ∝ mhi →xi (xi,t )msi →xi (xi,t )
m(n)
gik →xi (xi,t ),
k∈Fi,t

(15)
with Vk,t being the set of vehicles that acquire measurements
of feature k (assuming that the belief of feature k ∈ F in (14)
is reset to a uniform distribution if the feature is not observed
by any vehicle i ∈ V).
Note that the product of L Gaussian pdfs over the same
vector is also Gaussian (though not normalized) [31]:
L
Y

A. Gaussian Message Passing Algorithm
The posterior pdf (8) can be computed by marginalizing the
joint posterior pdf p(θ 1:t |ρ1:t ), being θ 1:t = {θ 1 , , . . . , θ t }
all vehicle/feature states up to time t. Taking into account
the conditional independence of the measurements and of
the vehicle/feature mobility models, the joint posterior pdf
p(θ 1:t |ρ1:t ) can be factorized over vehicles and features as
in (11) at bottom of the page. In order to derive the GMP,
we first encode (11) as a Factor Graph (FG) [31] and then
derive the Sum-Product Algorithm (SPA) message passing
rules. The FG of the factorization in (11) for one time step is
depicted in Fig. 3, where the state of each vehicle and feature
is shown as a circle, while the factors are shown as squares.

N (µ` , C` ) ∝ N (µ̃, C̃),

(16)

`=1

PL
−1
with covariance C̃ = ( `=1 C−1
and mean µ̃ = C̃ ·
` )
PL
−1
( `=1 C` µ` ). This observation plays a key role for the
evaluation of the beliefs in (14)–(15), computed as follows.
• Feature prediction message: The predicted state of feature
k is represented by the message:
Z
(Nmp ) (F)
(F)
(F) (F)
(F)
mzk →xk (xk,t ) = p(xk,t |xk,t−1) bk,t−1
(xk,t−1)dxk,t−1
(F)

(Nmp ) T
mp )
= N (Aµ(N
xk,t−1 , Qk,t−1 + ACxk,t−1 A ),

(17)



!
t
t
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
(F)
(F)
(F)
(V)
(V)
(V)
(GNSS)
(V)
(V2F)
(V)
(F)
|xi,t0 )
p(ρi,k,t0 |xi,t0 , xk,t0 )
p(xk,0 )
p(xk,t0 |xk,t0 −1 )
p(θ 1:t |ρ1:t ) ∝  p(xi,0 )
p(xi,t0 |xi,t0 −1 )p(ρi,t0
i∈V

t0 =1

k∈Fi,t

k∈F

t0 =1

(11)
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Fig. 3. FG of the joint posterior pdf (11) for one time step, showing the states of two vehicles i, j ∈ V and two features k, m ∈ F . Vehicles (delimited by
red dashed-dot lines) are active objects that cooperate through V2V links. Features (within blue dotted lines) are passive objects, not actively involved in the
GMP, that are estimated through consensus by vehicles. As V2V cooperation is implicitly performed through jointly sensed features, in the FG the subgraphs
associated to different vehicles are only connected by means of V2F measurements, e.g., by the thickest black arrows connecting vehicles i and j through
feature k.
(N

•

)

(N

)

(n)

mp
mp
are the mean and covariand Cxk,t−1
in which µxk,t−1
ance of the feature belief at previous time instant, i.e.,
(Nmp ) (F)
(Nmp )
(Nmp )
bk,t−1
(xk,t−1) = N (µxk,t−1
, Cxk,t−1
) (similar notation
will be used for other beliefs and messages).
Vehicle prediction message: The predicted state of vehicle
i is represented by the message:
Z
(Nmp ) (V)
(V)
(V) (V)
(V)
mhi →xi (xi,t ) = p(xi,t |xi,t−1) bi,t−1
(xi,t−1)dxi,t−1

(V)

(Nmp ) T
mp )
= N (Bai,t−1 + Aµ(N
xi,t−1 , Qi,t−1 + ACxi,t−1 A ),
(18)
(N

•

•

)

(N

)

mp
mp
in which µxi,t−1
and Cxi,t−1
are the mean and covariance of the vehicle belief at previous time instant, i.e.,
(Nmp )
(Nmp ) (V)
(Nmp )
).
, Cxi,t−1
bi,t−1
(xi,t−1) = N (µxi,t−1
(V)
GNSS message: The message msi →xi (xi,t ) is obtained
according to the ith GNSS measurement (4) and is a
degenerate Gaussian with infinite variance in the velocity domain as the GNSS device provides only position
(V)
(V)
information. Thereby, recalling that pi,t = Pxi,t and
†
T
P = P , the parameters µsi →xi and Csi →xi fulfill
−1
T (GNSS)
the following relations: C−1
P and
si →xi = P Ri,t
−1
−1
T (GNSS)
Csi →xi µsi →xi = Csi →xi P ρi,t
. These parameters
will be considered for the computation of the message
below according to (16).
Message from vehicle i to feature k: The outgoing
(V)
message at iteration n from vehicle state xi to factor
gik is obtained as:

(V)

(V)

(V)

m(n)
xi →gik (xi,t ) ∝ mhi →xi (xi,t )msi →xi (xi,t )
Y
(V)
×
m(n−1)
gim →xi (xi,t ),

(19)

m∈Fi,t \{k}
(n−1)

(V)

in which mgim →xi (xi,t ) is the incoming message
to vehicle computed as explained hereinafter. At BP
iteration n = 1, the outgoing message is set to
(1)
(V)
(V)
(V)
mxi →gik (xi,t ) ∝ mhi →xi (xi,t )msi →xi (xi,t ). The
(n)
(V)
message is again Gaussian, i.e., mxi →gik (xi,t ) =

(n)

N (µxi →gik , Cxi →gik ), and it is then used to obtain the
(F)
incoming message from factor gik to feature state xk,t
as follows:
Z
(F)
(V2F) (F)
(V)
(V)
(V)
(n)
mgik →xk(xk,t )= p(ρi,k,t |xk,t , xi,t )m(n)
xi →gik(xi,t )dxi,t .

•

(20)
Note that the above message is a degenerate density
with marginal pdf in the position domain Gaussian with
(V2F)
(n)
(V2F)
mean ρi,k,t + Pµxi →gik and covariance Ri,k,t +
(n)
PCxi →gik PT . No information is available in the velocity domain (as variance over velocity tend to infinite). Thus, only the following parameters can be calcu(n)
(V2F)
(n)
lated: (Cgik →xk )−1 = PT (Ri,k,t + PCxi →gik PT )−1 P
(n)
(n)
(n)
(V2F)
and (Cgik →xk )−1 µgik →xk = (Cgik →xk )−1 PT (ρi,k,t +
(n)
Pµxi →gik ). These parameters are sufficient for the evaluation of the following message according to (16).
Message from feature k to vehicle i: The outgoing
(F)
message from feature state xk,t to factor gik is:
Y
(F)
(F)
(F)
m(n)
m(n)
xk →gik (xk,t ) ∝ mzk →xk (xk,t )
glk →xk (xk,t ),
l∈Vk,t \{i}

(21)
(n)

(F)

(n)

(n)

in which mxk →gik (xk,t )=N (µxk →gik , Cxk →gik ). Note
that if vehicle i is the only vehicle that observes feature
k, the message is equal to the belief computed at the
previous time t − 1. Now, the incoming message from
(V)
factor gik to vehicle state xi,t is given by:
Z
(F)
(F)
(V)
(V2F) (F)
(V)
m(n)
(x
)=
p(ρi,k,t |xk,t , xi,t )m(n)
gik →xi
xk →gik (xk,t )dxk,t .
i,t
(22)
Here,
similarly
to
(20)
we
get
that:
(n)
(V2F)
(n)
(Cgik →xi )−1 = PT (Ri,k,t + PCxk →gik PT )−1 P and
(n)
(n)
(n)
(V2F)
(Cgik →xi )−1 µgik →xi = (Cgik →xi )−1 PT (−ρi,k,t +
(n)
Pµxk →gik ).
Note that the beliefs of features and vehicles (14)–(15), as well
as the outgoing messages (19) and (21), are all Gaussians with
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mean and covariance that can be evaluated from the related
incoming pdfs based on (16).
Distributed implementation of the above GMP scheme
requires all feature and vehicle nodes to make local computations, and exchange messages with neighbors. However,
features are non-cooperative passive nodes that cannot make
computations, neither can they communicate with vehicles.
To enable fully distributed location estimation under these
conditions, in the following we propose an average consensus
algorithm [36] that is nested into the GMP in such a way to
allow vehicles to evaluate the features’ beliefs without their
cooperation, by using only V2V broadcast communications.

and subsequently updated according to the rule:

X  (n,r)
(n,r+1)
(n,r)
(n,r)
Φi,xk
= Φi,xk + 
Φj,xk − Φi,xk . (28)
j∈Ji,t

We recall that Ji,t is the set of neighboring vehicles,
while the step-size 0 <  < 1/∆t is chosen to ensure
P (n,0)
convergence [36] to the average 1/Nv i Φi,xk . Hence,
after Ncon consensus iterations we get:
−1
1 X  (n)
(n,N
)
Cgik →xk
,
(29)
Φi,xk con ≈
Nv
i∈V

from which we easily find that:

−1
(n,N
)
Cu(n)
≈ Nv Φi,xk con
.
x

B. Consensus-based Evaluation of the Feature Beliefs and
Outgoing Messages
The product of measurement messages at feature k
Y
(F)
(F)
u(n)
m(n)
xk (xk,t ) ,
gik →xk (xk,t ),

•

is needed for the evaluation of the feature belief (14) and the
outgoing message (21), which can be conveniently rewritten
as, respectively:
(F)

(F)

(F)

bk,t (xk,t ) ∝ mzk →xk (xk,t ) · u(n)
xk (xk,t ),
(F)
m(n)
xk →gik (xk,t )

∝

(F)
mzk →xk (xk,t )

(24)

(n) (F)
uxk (xk,t )

·

(n)

(F)

and refined at iteration r according to the same rule as
in (28). Using the same reasoning, we find that:
(n,Ncon )

.

(25)

Unfortunately, as features are passive objects, they are not
actively involved in the GMP and they cannot merge the
incoming messages into (23). Messages can not even be
calculated by the vehicles individually; a cooperation between
them is needed using V2V communication links. Cooperation
enables each vehicle to evaluate all features’ beliefs, even in
case of no measurement between vehicle and feature.
Considering that all vehicles know the number of features
(n) (F)
in the network, the message uxk (xk,t ) from (23) can be
expressed as a product over all vehicles:
Y
(F)
(F)
u(n)
m(n)
(26)
xk (xk,t ) =
gik →xk (xk,t ),
i∈V
(F)

variable Φ̃i,xk for each value of i, k and n, initialized
as:

−1
(n,0)
Φ̃i,xk = C(n)
µ(n)
(31)
gik →xk
gik →xk ,

µu(n)
= Nv C(n)
ux Φ̃i,xk
x

mgik →xk (xk,t )

(n)

(n)

Computation of µuxk : We again introduce a consensus
(n,r)

(23)

i∈Vk,t

(n)

(30)

k

where each measurement message mgik →xk (xk,t ) is defined
according to (20) if i ∈ Vk,t , while for i ∈
/ Vk,t it is set as a
Gaussian pdf with covariance matrix tending to infinity.
(n) (F)
(n)
(n)
Now, since uxk (xk,t ) ∝ N (µuxk , Cuxk ) according to
(n)
(n)
(16), both the mean µuxk and the covariance Cuxk can
be expressed in terms of arithmetic average. Therefore, we
propose to employ the average consensus approach [36], based
on successive refinements of local estimates at vehicles and
information exchange between neighbors, to cooperatively
(n) (F)
determine the first two moments of uxk (xk,t ), as detailed
in the following.
(n)
• Computation of Cux : We introduce a consensus variable
k
(n,r)
Φi,xk for each value of i, k and n, that is initialized at
consensus iteration r = 0 as:

−1
(n,0)
Φi,xk = C(n)
,
(27)
gik →xk

k

k

,

(32)

(n)

in which Cuxk was obtained through (30).
Once an agreement is reached and (30), (32) are computed,
each vehicle i can evaluate the approximate marginal posterior
(n) (F)
pdf of the feature k at nth GMP iteration, bk,t (xk,t ) ∝
(n)
(n)
N (µxk,t , Cxk,t ), from (24), with mean and covariance com(n) (F)
(F)
puted from the moments of uxk (xk,t ) and mzk →xk (xk,t )
(n)
(F)
according to (16). Next, the message mxk →gik (xk,t ) ∝
(n)
(n)
N (µxk →gik , Cxk →gik ) is obtained from (25), where the mean
and the covariance are given by:


−1

−1
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
µxk →gik = Cxk →gik Cxk,t µxk,t − Cgik →xk µgik →xk ,

−1 
−1 −1
(n)
(n)
C(n)
=
C
−
C
.
xk,t
gik →xk
xk →gik
(33)
The proposed method is summarized in Algorithm 1, where
the average consensus approach is nested into the GMP
scheme discussed in Sec. IV-A.
V. ICP P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
A. Fundamental limits
In the following, we derive a lower bound to the cooperative
localization accuracy that is reached if and only if the Nv
vehicles and the Nf features are in full sensing and communication view (i.e., for all-to-all connectivity). To evaluate the
vehicle positioning accuracy, we first derive the overall Fisher
Information Matrix (FIM), F, for the joint vehicle-feature state
θ t and we then compute the submatrix of the FIM inverse,
Ct|t = F−1 , related to the single vehicle location.
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Algorithm 1 Consensus-based Gaussian Message Passing
1: At time t = 0 Initialization:
2: vehicles i ∈ V in parallel
(V)
3: initialize non-informative prior on vehicle p(xi,0 )
(F)

4: initialize non-informative prior on feature p(xk,0 ), ∀k ∈ F
5: end parallel
6: for t = 1 → T do (time slot index)
7: vehicles i ∈ V in parallel
(V)
8:
compute prediction messages mhi →xi (xi,t ) according to
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

the state-transition pdf as (18)
(V)
compute the message msi →xi (xi,t ) based on GNSS
estimated position as in (4)
compute the initial outgoing message as
(1)
(V)
(V)
(V)
mxi →gik (xi,t ) = mhi →xi (xi,t )msi →xi (xi,t )
end parallel
for n = 1 → Nmp do (GMP iteration index)
vehicles i ∈ V in parallel
for k ∈ F do
evaluate feature k measurement message
(n)
(F)
mgik →xk (xk,t ) according to (20)
(n)
(F)
compute the measurement message product uxk (xk,t )
as (30), (32) by applying consensus algorithm (28)
(n)
(F)
update feature k belief bk,t (xk,t ) as (24)
compute feature k outgoing message
(n)
(F)
mxk →gik (xk,t ) as (25) by (33)
end for
(n)
(V)
compute vehicle i incoming message mgik →xi (xi,t ) as (22)
(V)
(n)
update vehicle i belief bi,t (xi,t ) as (15)
(n+1)
(V)
compute vehicle i outgoing message mxi →gik (xi,t ) as (19)
by applying (16)
end parallel
end for
end for

The total FIM can be obtained from (12), taking into
account Ht and the block-diagonal structure of Rt . After some
algebraic manipulations, we get:


D E
F=
,
(34)
ET G
where the 4Nv × 4Nv matrix D = blockdiag(D1 , ..., DNv )
has submatrices Di ∈ R4×4 , i ∈ V, given by:


X
−1
−1
−1
(V)
(GNSS)
(V2F) 
Di = Ci,t|t−1 + PT Ri,k,t
+
Ri,k,t
P.
k∈Fi,t

(35)
The 4Nv × 4Nf matrix E = [Eik ] is partitioned into blocks
Eik ∈ R4×4 , i ∈ V, k ∈ F, defined as:
(
(V2F)−1
−PT Ri,k,t
P, if k ∈ Fi,t .
Eik =
(36)
0,
otherwise
Moreover,
the
4Nf × 4Nf
matrix
G
=
blockdiag(G1 , ..., GNf ) is built from the submatrices
Gk ∈ R4×4 , ∀k ∈ F, such that:
X (V2F)−1
(F)−1
Gk = Ck,t|t−1 + PT
Ri,k,t
P.
(37)
i∈Vk,t

To simplify the analysis, in the following we assume
the prior covariance matrices for vehicle i and feature k
(V)
(V)2
(V)2
as, respectively, Ci,t|t−1
= blockdiag(σp,pr
I2 , σv,pr
I2 ) and

2

(F)

2

(F)
(F)
Ck,t|t−1 = blockdiag(σp,pr
I2 , σv,pr
I2 ). In addition, we assume the GNSS and V2F measurements as i.i.d. in each
(GNSS)
2
subset, with covariance matrices Ri,t
= σGNSS
I2 and
(V2F)
2
Ri,k,t = σV2F I2 . In this case, the FIM submatrices in
(34) reduce to D = INv ⊗ blockdiag(αp(V) I2 , αv(V) I2 ), with
2
(V)2
2
(V)2
αp(V) = Nf /σV2F
+ 1/σp,pr
+ 1/σGNSS
and αv(V) = 1/σv,pr
,
2
G = INf ⊗blockdiag(αp(F) I2 , αv(F) I2 ), with αp(F) = Nv /σV2F
+
(F)2
(F)2
2
1/σp,pr
and αv(F) = 1/σv,pr
, and E = −1/σV2F
1Nv ×Nf ⊗
T
P P, where 1Nv ×Nf is an Nv × Nf matrix of all ones.
The equivalent FIM (EFIM) for the vehicles’ states is given
by the Schur complement [37]:

F(V) =D − EG−1 ET
=D − β(1Nv ×Nf ⊗ PT P)(1Nv ×Nf ⊗ PT P)T
(38)
 (V)

αp I2 02×2
T
= INv ⊗
−β̃1Nv ×Nv ⊗ P P
02×2 αv(V) I2
4
with β = 1/(αp(F) σV2F
), β̃ = Nf β and where we made use
T
of (1Nv ×Nf ⊗P P)(INf⊗blockdiag(1/αp(F) I2 , 1/αv(F) I2 )) =
1/αp(F) 1Nv ×Nv ⊗ PT P and (1Nv ×Nf ⊗ PT P)(1Nv ×Nf ⊗
PT P)T = Nf 1Nv ×Nv ⊗ PT P . The inverse of the EFIM,
−1
(V)
Ct|t = F(V) , represents the lower bound on the mean
square error (MSE) matrix of the vehicles’ position estimates
and it is of the form:
"
#
−1
02×2
αp(V) I2
(V)
Ct|t =INv ⊗
+ η1Nv ×Nv⊗ PT P, (39)
−1
02×2
αv(V) I2

where a simple association yields to η = (1/αp(V) )/(αp(V) /β̃ −
Nv ). Hence, the posterior covariance matrix of the positionvelocity estimate for any vehicle i is:
#
"
# "
−1
(V)2
σp,post
I2
02×2
(αp(V) + η)I2
02×2
(V)
,
Ci,t|t =
=
−1
(V)2
02×2
αv(V) I2
02×2
σv,post
I2
(40)
−1
where αp(V) is the expected uncertainty if the features behaved as anchors, i.e., their locations were perfectly known
(F)
= 0.
and thus σp,pr
Focusing on vehicle position only, after some manipulations
we get:
!
2
Nf /σV2F
1
(V)2
.
σp,post = (V) 1 +
(V)2
(F)2
2
2
αp
Nv /σp,pr
+ Nv /σGNSS
+ αp(V) σV2F
/σp,pr
(41)
B. Performance Scaling
Based on the result in (41), we consider the following
limiting cases (see Appendix for derivation):
1) Large number of vehicles, Nv → ∞:
1
1
(V)2
,
σp,post
→ (V) =
(V)2
2
2
αp
Nf /σV2F + 1/σp,pr
+ 1/σGNSS
(42)
which is the accuracy reached when all features act as
anchors. Since each feature is observed by an infinite
number of vehicles, its location becomes perfectly known.
2) Large number of features, Nf → ∞:
2

(V)
σp,post
→ 0.

(43)
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In this case all vehicles’ locations become certain, as
features behave like anchors, even if still ’virtual’ (i.e.,
possibly uncertain to some extent), provided that there
are many of them.
2
3) Small V2F measurement variance, σV2F
→ 0:
1

2

(V)
σp,post
→

(V)2
Nv /σp,pr

2

(F)
2
+ Nv /σGNSS
+ Nf /σp,pr

,

(44)

so the performance reaches a limiting value. When also
(F)2
the features’ locations are perfectly known, i.e., σp,pr
→
2
(V)
0, we get σp,post → 0. It follows that good measurements
and good prior feature information are required to have
good positioning, when there are not many features, as
intuitively expected.
(F)2
4) Small feature prior uncertainty, σp,pr
→ 0:
2

(V)
σp,post
→

1
αp(V)

,

(45)

which means that features are like true anchors.
(V)2
→ 0, or GNSS
5) Small vehicle prior uncertainty, σp,pr
2
position uncertainty, σGNSS
→ 0:
(V)2
σp,post

→ 0.

(46)

In this case cooperation is not worth, as stand-alone
positioning at each vehicle is enough accurate.
VI. I MPLEMENTATION A SPECTS
In this section, we comment on implementation aspects
related to data association, V2V communication, complexity,
measurement synchronization and V2V latency.
A. Cooperative Data Association
Some form of data association is required for the implementation of the proposed cooperative localization approach.
In particular, each vehicle needs to associate its own V2F
measurements, gathered by the on-board sensing devices, to
the corresponding passive features to be able to localize and
track all the features in view. Several approaches are available
in the multi-target tracking literature [38]–[40], accounting
for the arrival of new features and the removal of features
no longer in view. In addition to per-vehicle data association,
vehicles must agree on a common set of features, to coherently
fuse their data about the features’ locations. Approaches for
this cooperative data association problem, namely multi-sensor
multi-target tracking (MTT) methods, exist as well [41]–[43].
In particular, in [42] the MTT algorithm is able to track targets
(features) sensed by multiple sensors (vehicles) by performing
an ordered estimation of target states and association variables
using belief propagation. This method could be incorporated
in the proposed ICP algorithm, but taking into account that
in our scenario all processing is distributed over the vehicular
network, and that both features and vehicles have unknown
positions.
Feature selection is an important issue to maximize the
localization performance. In particular, the set of features to be
included in the ICP processing should be selected by considering that: (a) quasi-static features have to be preferred, as they

can be estimated with higher accuracy and thus provide more
benefits to vehicle localization; (b) well separated (in either
distance, angle or velocity) features have to be preferred, as
they are easier to associate among vehicles; (c) features should
be classified (e.g., as poles, pedestrians, bicycles, cars) to ease
the data association, both locally and among vehicles. With
proper feature selection, a reliable data association should be
viable, at a cost of reducing the number of available features.
In this work we do not explicitly treat the data association
problem, but we rather assume that the local sensors can
provide unique semantic labels for each detected feature (e.g.,
for a camera sensor, this label could be of the form “person
with green jacket and blue trousers”), based on which the
proposed positioning algorithm can be performed. In that
sense, our algorithm provides a lower bound on the location
error for a more practical algorithm with data association.
This creates several challenges that must be addressed, but
are outside the scope of this paper.
B. Communication Overhead
Irrespective of the form of data association, the proposed localization method requires significant communication between
vehicles, as discussed below.
1) Cooperative data association: During this phase, vehicles
decide on which local feature identifier corresponds to
local feature identifiers of other vehicles. Each vehicle
can thus maintain a list of vehicles for each feature and
a list of features that it shares with other vehicles. Such
lists remove the need for all vehicles to keep track of all
features. Consensus-based methods can be applied [43].
2) BP iterations: Once each vehicle has knowledge of
features and associated vehicles that agree on the same
features, the BP iterations commence. Each BP iteration,
as shown in Algorithm 1, mainly consists of consensus
iterations. During each consensus iteration, each vehicle
broadcasts feature-related information. Each broadcast
would comprise transmitter ID, transmitter belief, feature
identifier per feature, feature belief per feature.
From the above discussion, it is clear that the total number
of broadcasts per vehicle is dominated by the consensus, and
thus scales as O(Nmp Ncon ), where Nmp denotes the number
of BP iterations and Ncon the number of consensus iterations
per BP iteration.
Considering a data rate of R bits/s, the time required for
communication is lower bounded by:
Ts ≥ Nmp Ncon Nf Nnei Nb /R,

(47)

where Nnei is the number of neighboring vehicles and Nb
is the number of bits needed to describe the belief of a
feature. As an example, in the case of using the IEEE 802.11p
V2V standard, with R = 6 Mbit/s, Nnei = 10 neighbors,
Nf = 20 features, Nb = 100 bits, and Ts = 1 s, we find that
Nmp Ncon ≤ 300, which is a reasonable number, as we will
see during the performance evaluation.
Remark: To reduce the communication overhead and delay,
the value of Nmp can be made adaptive. In our case, at vehicle
(n+1)
(n)
i, we stop the GMP iterations when ||µxi,t − µxi,t || < γmp
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(n+1)

(n)

and ||Cxi,t − Cxi,t ||1/2 < γmp , ∀i ∈ V, with γmp being
(n)
(n)
a threshold and µxi,t and Cxi,t being respectively the mean
(n) (V)
and the covariance of the ith vehicle belief bi,t (xi,t ). Similarly, the value of Ncon can be made adaptive. In our case
(n,r+1)
(n,r)
(n,r+1)
(n,r)
||Φ̃i,xk
− Φ̃i,xk || < γcon and ||Φi,xk
− Φi,xk ||1/2 <
(n,r)

γcon , ∀i ∈ V and ∀k ∈ F, with a threshold γcon and Φ̃i,xk and
(n,r)
Φi,xk being respectively the variables used to determine the
(n) (F)
first two moments of uxk (xk ) (26), needed for the evaluation
(n) (F)
of the kth feature belief bk,t (xk ).
C. Computational Complexity
Ignoring the complexity of the data association, the pervehicle computational complexity of the proposed method is
relatively modest in comparison with the centralized approach
from Section III. In particular, the consensus iterations require
only additions of vectors, which scales linearly in the number
of features. In addition each vehicle must invert 2Nf + 1
covariance matrices of dimension 4 × 4, so that the total complexity per time slot scales as O(Nv Nmp (Ncon Nf + 43 2Nf )).
In contrast, the complexity of the centralized approach is
dominated by the inversion of covariance matrices, with a total
complexity per time slot scaling as O((4Nv + 4Nf )3 ).

Considering the latency requirement of safety-critical ITS
applications and the repeated data exchange needed for cooperation, ICP – as any other cooperative perception system
– is expected to rely on very-low end-to-end communication
latency. Current V2X standards (i.e., IEEE 802.11p/WAVE and
ETSI ITS-G5) provide latency ranging from 100 ms down to
20 ms in the most demanding use cases, but a latency of 1-10
ms is envisioned for new-generation V2X systems supporting
connected automated driving [44], as well as within foreseen
5G modes possibly devoted to vehicular communications. A
very-low latency is mandatory also to guarantee a sub-meter
location accuracy, as fusion of outdated measurements (and
more generally, their lack of spatial coherence over time)
can easily reduce the positioning performance (e.g., 1-10 ms
corresponds to 2.2-22 cm for vehicles traveling at 80 km/h).
Assuming that ICP can rely on very-low V2V latency and on
a temporal re-alignment of measurements as above discussed,
beliefs can be re-synchronized to a common time horizon at
each message exchange, at the price of an increasing variance.
Clearly, as the time difference between the measurements are
taken or combined increases, data fusion becomes less reliable,
and the accuracy of ICP may start dropping. This imposes to
bound the total time required for V2V communication and
processing.
VII. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

D. Measurement Synchronization and V2V latency
The proposed algorithm is built on the assumption that
all measurements are taken and processed synchronously.
However, rarely GNSS and V2F measurements at a given
vehicle on the one hand, and across different vehicles on
the other hand, will be isochronous. In addition, other factors in the VANET such as V2V communication latency,
difference between sensing and transmission times, uncontrolled and/or irregular successive transmission times1 , and
even processing time, will further exacerbate this problem.
Temporal re-alignment of measurements at each ICP step is
mandatory and could be handled as follows. Assuming the
GNSS clocks are well synchronized, each vehicle can adjust
its local measurements to its transmission time. This is done by
applying a prediction step (typically, in the Kalman filter sense,
while adding local process noise), based on the feature/vehicle
dynamic models, with a time horizon equal to the time elapsed
between sensing and transmission. When the message is then
transmitted by the vehicle and received by a neighbor, the
recipient can adjust its own local measurements to the receive
time (or alternatively, both its local measurements and the
received data to any arbitrary forward point in time) so as to
perform fusion with all synchronized measurements. A similar
procedure can be applied to consensus iterations. Additional
techniques are available in the literature to deal with lack
of synchronization, such as out-of-order measurements (e.g.,
[14]).
1 Depending on the underlying V2X communication standard, transmission
times may be event-driven (e.g., in case of sudden emergency break or
acceleration) and/or subject to drastic channel congestion control (e.g., their
rate may be contextually adjusted).

In this section the ICP performance is assessed in two
different scenarios. A cross-road area is first simulated in
Sec. VII-A with static features and heterogeneous positioning
conditions in terms of feature density and V2V connectivity.
This scenario is used to investigate the ICP accuracy for
varying number of features and vehicles, and also to validate
the analytical bound derived in Sec. V. A more complex
scenario is then introduced in Sec. VII-B, where vehicular and
pedestrian traffics are simulated over a real urban map using
the SUMO simulator. This use-case is considered to validate
the ICP method in more realistic traffic conditions, with mobile
features and vehicles using different types of GNSS device
with significant diversity of location accuracy.
A. Simulated crossroad scenario with mixed rural/urban areas
Settings. We first consider the crossroad scenario in Fig. 4
bottom-left map, where the total length of each road is 1.5
km and the center of the intersection is at position c =
[750 m, 750 m]T . Lane and sidewalk widths are respectively
set to 3 m and 1.3 m. As illustrated in the three different
time frames at the bottom of Fig. 4, the scenario involves
Nv vehicles, grouped in four clusters of Nv /4 vehicles each,
that enter at time t = 0 from the four corners of the area,
drive straight ahead along their respective lanes and exit on
the opposite sides, crossing in the middle. Each vehicle drives
through three different areas: a rural area (first road section
of 300 m), urban canyon (the central section of 900 m) and
again a rural area (last 300 m). Since vehicles need some time
to enter/leave different areas, there is a transitory interval in
which different vehicles are in different areas, with duration
that depends on the specific parameter settings.
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Fig. 4. ICP performance in a crossroad scenario with Nv = 12 vehicles driving through a 1.5 km ×1.5 km area. The scenario is pictured in the bottom
figures at time instant t = 10 s (vehicles are driving through the rural area towards the crossroad), t = 55 s (vehicles are crossing the urban canyon) and
t = 100 s (vehicles are back in the rural area). In the rural area only GNSS is available, while in the urban canyon Nf ∈ {5, 20, 50, 200} features are jointly
sensed by the ICP-enabled vehicles to augment the GNSS performance. The violet box highlights the transition from one area to the other. In the top figure,
the ICP accuracy versus time is compared with stand-alone GNSS and with the lower bound for all-to-all V2V/V2F connectivity.

In terms of vehicle dynamics, for each vehicle we set the
(V)
initial velocity to v0 = 0 km/h. The mean acceleration ai,t
in (1) is initialized to 1.4 m/s2 in the driving direction at
t = 0 and kept constant until the vehicle reaches a velocity
of 50 km/h, then it is set to 0 m/s2 (i.e., the average driving
velocity is 50 km/h). Since vehicles move along roads, the
acceleration uncertainty in the direction of road, σai,|| = 0.3
m/s2 , is assumed to be greater than the one in the orthogonal
direction, σai,⊥ = 10−4 m/s2 . Thus, depending on the driving
direction of the vehicle, the acceleration uncertainties along
x and y axes, respectively σaxi and σayi , are defined. The
sampling time is Ts = 1 s. The process noise covariance
(V)
(V)
matrix from (1) is set as Qi,t−1 = BQ̃i,t−1 BT , with:
 2

σaxi
0
(V)
Q̃i,t−1 =
.
(48)
0
σa2yi
For positioning, in the rural area vehicles rely solely on
GNSS, while in the urban canyon they can also use features,
which are randomly deployed over the area. In this scenario,
features are assumed to be static, thus their mobility model
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
in (3) reduces to xk,t = Axk,t−1 = xk,t−1 as vk,t =

(F)

vk,t−1 = 0 km/h. Note that in all the simulated methods,
vehicle dynamics are incorporated using either a Kalman filter
or the GMP.
The GNSS measurement covariance matrix at each vehicle
(GNSS)
2
is Ri,t
= σGNSS
I2 , with σGNSS = 2 m in the rural area and
σGNSS = 15 m in the urban canyon. The V2F measurement
(V2F)
2
covariance matrix is Ri,k,t = σV2F
I2 , with σV2F = 0.5 m.
Finally, the communication and sensing ranges at each vehicle
are set to Rc = 150 m and Rs = 50 m, respectively. The
consensus step-size parameter is set to  = 0.99/∆t , while
the threshold on the GMP and consensus convergence are set
to γmp = γcon = 10−2 .
In the following, the positioning performance is evaluated
through Monte Carlo simulations, in terms of (i) the root mean
square error (RMSE) of the position estimate and (ii) the delay
of the fix delivery (measured in terms of the number of GMP
iterations Nmp and consensus iterations Ncon ). Three methods
are compared, namely the stand-alone GNSS, the centralized
and distributed versions of the proposed ICP method.
Numerical results. We first investigate the performance for
a fixed number of vehicles Nv = 12 and a varying number of
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features. Fig. 4 shows the position RMSE of the vehicles as a
function of time, for the three positioning methods. Snapshots
of the V2V/V2F connectivity are shown at the bottom for time
instants t = 10 s (when vehicles are driving through the rural
area towards the crossroad), t = 55 s (in the urban canyon) and
t = 100 s (back to the rural area). Note that the exponential
decay of the RMSE in the first few seconds of simulation
results is due to transient effects. When vehicles use standalone GNSS, a severe performance degradation is observed
as soon as vehicles enter the transition zone. The proposed
algorithm can counter this degradation, especially when many
features are available. The centralized and distributed ICP
methods, namely C-ICP and D-ICP, lead to nearly identical
performance, indicating that the proposed solution does not
suffer from cycles in the FG. Moreover, assuming all-to-all
V2V and V2F connectivity, the exact lower bound (dashed-dot
line), obtained from (12) for Fi,t = F and Vk,t = V, ∀t, and
the approximated one (dashed line), from (41), are evaluated
for Nf ∈ {5, 200}. For the latter limit, variances are computed
by approximating the prior/measurement covariances as diagonal matrices with entries determined as sample averages over
the two spatial dimensions (for both vehicles and features). It
can be seen that when the connectivity is high, a moderate
number of features and vehicles (respectively, 5 and 12) is
enough to obtain a centimeter-level accuracy. As predicted
from the theoretical analysis in Sec. III, if the number of
features is high, e.g., Nf = 200, the vehicle location accuracy
tends to zero (see (43)).
We now evaluate, for Nf ∈ {20, 200}, the impact of the
number of vehicles. In Fig. 5, the RMSE of the vehicles’
position estimate is shown versus time for Nv ∈ {5, 12, 32}
vehicles. It is clear that for a fixed number of features, more
vehicles bring clear benefits in terms of positioning accuracy.
In both Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, we note an RMSE valley around
t = 55 s. This is when most vehicles are in the urban canyon
and there is high connectivity with many visible features.
A detailed analysis of the connectivity is provided in Fig. 6.
The V2V connectivity (i.e., average number of neighbors at
each vehicle) is shown in Fig. 6-(a) and the V2F connectivity
(i.e., average number of visible features at each vehicle) is in
Fig. 6-(b), for a scenario with Nf ∈ {20, 200} features and
Nv ∈ {5, 12, 32} vehicles . We observe that since vehicles all
start from the rural area and drive towards the urban canyon,
there is a high V2V connectivity between 45 s and 65 s,
which explains the behavior seen in Fig. 5. As highlighted
at the bottom of Fig. 4, at the beginning and at the end of the
observation time, there are four subgraphs (one per incoming
road) since Rc = 150 m and vehicles are 450 m far from
the intersection when they enter in the urban canyon area.
On the other hand, in the proximity of the intersection all
subgraphs merge into a single graph. The connectivity grows
rapidly with the number of vehicles. For this connectivity to
be useful, also the number of shared visible features needs
to be sufficiently high. In Fig. 6-(b), we observe that this is
again the case between 45 s and 65 s, due to the combination
of two phenomena: a large number of connected vehicles
and a large number of jointly observed features. Both are
needed for the proposed algorithm to work well, as confirmed
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Fig. 6. Graph connectivity and number of iterations versus time for the ICP
algorithm in the crossroad scenario of Fig. 4, with Nv ∈ {5, 12, 32} vehicles
and Nf ∈ {20, 200} features: (a) V2V connectivity, (b) V2F connectivity,
(c) number of GMP iteration and (d) number of consensus iterations.

by Figs. 4–5. While high V2V and V2F connectivity are
desirable, they come at a cost in delay. For the scenario
with Nv ∈ {12, 32} vehicles and Nf ∈ {20, 200} features,
Figs. 6-(c) and (d) illustrate the number of GMP iterations
Nmp and consensus iterations Ncon versus time, respectively.
We observe that the number of GMP iterations rises rapidly
when the vehicles enter the transition area, especially for a
larger number of features, and remains roughly constant until
they enter the second transition area. It is interesting to note
that Nmp is relatively insensitive to the number of vehicles
and features. While Nmp remains below 10 for all considered
scenarios in Fig. 6-(c), Ncon is generally larger (see Fig. 6(d)). Moreover, it can be noticed that the number of consensus
iterations increases around time instants 45 s and 65 s, i.e.,
respectively when the four subgraphs are fused into a single
graph and when the single graph splits in four subgraphs, due
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Fig. 7. Map of the Bologna scenario, Italy, with vehicles and pedestrians
are simulated over a 1.2 km × 0.5 km area. Each street is associated with a
different GNSS signal quality (see Table I). Map courtesy of Google Maps.

Fig. 8. Superposition of 10 vehicle (thick black line) and 20 pedestrian
(colored line) trajectories simulated by SUMO for 200 s in the Bologna
scenario of Fig. 7.

to the low connectivity between vehicles at those time instants.
In contrast to the GMP iterations, the number of consensus
iterations increases with the number of vehicles, but decreases
with the number of features. In fact, consensus convergence
rate depends on the graph connectivity which is related to the
number of features that connect single vehicles’ subgraphs (see
bold connections in Fig. 3). The results from Fig. 6 can be
used to evaluate the communication overhead of the proposed
distributed algorithm through (47).

TABLE I
GNSS QUALITY ASSOCIATED TO EACH AREA OF THE B OLOGNA’ S
SCENARIO IN F IG . 7

B. Real urban scenario with SUMO-simulated traffic
Settings. To assess the ICP performance in a more realistic
environment, we use the traffic simulator SUMO [45], which
uses real city maps to generate synthetic traces of vehicles
and pedestrians. For this experiment, we consider vehicles
and pedestrians, constrained to the highlighted streets, in a
urban area of size 1.2 km × 0.5 km in the city of Bologna,
Italy (see Fig. 7). In particular, we generate 10 vehicle (thick
black line) and 20 pedestrian (colored line) trajectories (as
shown in Fig. 8) with sampling period Ts = 1 s. The traces
of the vehicles are synthesized according to a “Krauss carfollowing” model, with maximum speed of 14 m/s (around 50
km/h), while the traces of the pedestrians are generated with an
“inter-trip chain” model which includes multi-modal profiles
(e.g., purely static, queuing while entering a bus, walking
on the sidewalk, suddenly turning to adjacent streets). The
maximum pedestrian speed is set to 1.4 m/s (about 5 km/h)
in our simulation. Each vehicle is assumed to equip a GNSS
receiver and, in order to account for the wide diversity in the
market, we assume four types of GNSS receivers [46]. Three
vehicles are assigned a Standard Positioning Service (SPS)
receiver whose position estimates have a standard deviation
of σ̄GNSS = 3.6 m, three other vehicles a Satellite-Based
Augmentation Systems (SBAS) receiver with σ̄GNSS = 1.44
m, two vehicles a Differential GNSS (DGNSS) receiver with
σ̄GNSS = 40 cm and the last two vehicles a RTK receiver
with σ̄GNSS = 1 cm. Moreover, since the GNSS accuracy is
also sensitive to the surrounding environment, we model four
types of environments which affect the quality of the GNSS
differently, as shown in Table I. The third column of the table
indicates how much the standard deviation of GNSS measurements is incremented with respect to their nominal value

Area

Street

Environment

GNSS conditions

A1

Via Tolmino
Viale G. Vicini

Nominal
σGNSS = 1σ̄GNSS

A2

Via Sabotino
Viale A. Silvani

A3

Via San Felice

A4

Via San Felice

Open sky, large road
with 3 by 3 lanes, scattered med-size buildings
Some blockage, narrow
road, 3 lanes, scattered
medium-size buildings
Ultra narrow road,
2 lanes, urban canyon
Ultra narrow road,
2 lanes, urban canyon

Slightly degraded
σGNSS = 2σ̄GNSS
Severely degraded
σGNSS = 5σ̄GNSS
Lost
σGNSS = 20σ̄GNSS

σ̄GNSS . The simulated traces are used to determine the groundtruth reference, to calibrate vehicle/feature mobility models
and to produce synthetic erroneous measurements. Tracking
is performed by using the mobility models of vehicles and
features respectively in (1) and (3). The standard deviation
of V2F sensing is set to σV2F = 0.1 m (as representative of
RADAR accuracy [46]). The communication range at each
vehicle is set to Rc = 200 m, while the sensing range
Rs is assumed to be lower and varies through simulations.
Numerical results. Fig. 9 shows the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the vehicle location error. The proposed
distributed ICP method (red dashed line) is compared with the
centralized ICP (blue solid line) and the stand-alone GNSS
(black solid line) solutions, for sensing range Rs = 100 m
and for different GNSS receivers: Figs. 9-(a) SPS, (b) SBAS,
(c) DGNSS and (d) RTK (with cm-level accuracy). Results
show that the distributed ICP algorithm achieves sub-meter
accuracy for 75% of confidence level in all four cases and
outperforms the stand-alone GNSS solution, even when RTK
receiver is used though with a small gain. Moreover, the
proposed distributed method attains the centralized approach.
In Fig. 10-(a), performances in terms of CDF of the location
error are illustrated for different GNSS qualities associated
to each street/area (see Table I). As expected, performance
improvements are observed when the distributed ICP (dashed
line) method is used with respect to the stand-alone GNSS
(solid line) one. Fig. 10-(b) shows the CDF of the vehicle
location error for the distributed ICP method with different
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Fig. 11. Localization accuracy for the Bologna scenario of Fig. 7 over areas
1 and 2 at time t = 137 s, for sensing ranges Rs = 50 m: distributed ICP
(red ellipse) and stand-alone GNSS (colored contours based on receiver type).
Zoomed view over the intersection between Viale Sabotino (A2) and Viale
G. Vicini (A1). Map courtesy of Google Maps.

vehicles as it depends on the type of GNSS receiver, on the
GNSS signal quality in the area in which vehicles are traveling,
but also on the vehicles’ and features’ positions.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
sensing ranges, Rs = 50 m and Rs = 100 m (respectively,
dashed and dashed-dot lines), compared with the stand-alone
GNSS (solid line). For 50% of confidence level, the ICP
approach achieves a location accuracy of 0.46 m for Rs = 50
m and 0.23 m for Rs = 100, while the stand-alone GNSS
accuracy is 2.65 m.
Zoomed view of Bologna city over the intersection between
Viale Sabotino (area 2) and Viale G. Vicini (area 1) is shown
in Fig. 11. Here, the average performances are evaluated
by computing the 2 × 2 mean square error matrix of vehi(V)
cles’ position estimates at convergence, MSE = E[(p̂i,t −
(V)
(V)
(V)
pi,t )(p̂i,t − pi,t )T ], over 100 independent observations, for
both the distributed ICP algorithm (red ellipse) and stand-alone
GNSS method for different types of GNSS receivers (coloured
contours). For visualization purposes, the error ellipses at
98.9% confidence are plotted around the mean vehicles’ position estimates. The V2F and V2V connectivities are also given
(respectively black solid and grey dashed-dot lines). Results
show that all vehicles improve their position accuracy by using
the ICP method compared to the performances obtained by the
stand-alone GNSS solution. Note that the location accuracy
given by the proposed ICP algorithm is not uniform among

In this paper, a novel framework of cooperative positioning
in vehicular networks was proposed, in which vehicles had
to estimate a set of common passive features in a fully
distributed way to improve the GNSS-based vehicle positioning. Starting from a FG formulation of the positioning
problem, we developed a distributed Gaussian message passing
algorithm that employed a consensus-based scheme for the
distributed estimation of the features’ positions. Simulation
results demonstrated that the proposed methodology can accurately estimate the features’ positions and (implicitly) improve
the vehicle positioning accuracy compared to the stand-alone
GNSS solution. Moreover, the ICP method was validated in a
real urban scenario using the SUMO traffic simulator.
The framework made several limiting assumptions. First
of all, the assumption of a linear measurement model can
be removed by considering arbitrary non-linear models with
non-parametric (e.g., particles) or parametric (e.g., Gaussian
mixtures) message representations. Secondly, the assumption
of perfect data association can be removed by including the
data association problem in the FG. Investigation of these
issues is a topic of further research.
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